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Every nation strives after development. Economic progress is an essential
component, but it is not the only component. As noted in Chapter 1, develop-
ment is not purely an economic phenomenon. In an ultimate sense, it must en-
compass more than the material and financial side of people’s lives, to expand
human freedoms. Development should therefore be perceived as a multidi-
mensional process involving the reorganization and reorientation of entire
economic and social systems. In addition to improvements in incomes and
output, it typically involves radical changes in institutional, social, and ad-
ministrative structures as well as in popular attitudes and even customs and
beliefs. Finally, although development is usually defined in a national context,
its more widespread realization may necessitate modification of the interna-
tional economic and social system as well.

In this chapter, we explore the historical and intellectual evolution in schol-
arly thinking about how and why development does or does not take place.
We do this by examining four major and often competing development theo-
ries. You will see that each offers valuable insights and a useful perspective on
the nature of the development process. Some newer models of development
and underdevelopment draw eclectically on the classic theories, and we con-
sider them in Chapter 4.

Approaches to the analysis of economic growth are introduced throughout
this review of alternative theories of development and are then amplified in
three chapter appendixes.

There are no magic silver bullets.
—Robert Zoellick, president, World Bank

It matters little how much information we possess about development if we have not
grasped its inner meaning.

—Denis Goulet, The Cruel Choice

[In] modern economic growth . . . the rate of structural transformation of the economy
is high.

—Simon Kuznets, Nobel laureate in economics 



3.1 Classic Theories of Economic Development:
Four Approaches

The classic post–World War II literature on economic development has been
dominated by four major and sometimes competing strands of thought: (1) the
linear-stages-of-growth model, (2) theories and patterns of structural change, (3)
the international-dependence revolution, and (4) the neoclassical, free-market
counterrevolution. In recent years, an eclectic approach has emerged that draws
on all of these classic theories.

Theorists of the 1950s and 1960s viewed the process of development as a series
of successive stages of economic growth through which all countries must pass. It
was primarily an economic theory of development in which the right quantity
and mixture of saving, investment, and foreign aid were all that was necessary to
enable developing nations to proceed along an economic growth path that had
historically been followed by the more developed countries. Development thus
became synonymous with rapid, aggregate economic growth.

This linear-stages approach was largely replaced in the 1970s by two com-
peting schools of thought. The first, which focused on theories and patterns of
structural change, used modern economic theory and statistical analysis in an
attempt to portray the internal process of structural change that a “typical” de-
veloping country must undergo if it is to succeed in generating and sustaining
rapid economic growth. The second, the international-dependence revolution,
was more radical and more political. It viewed underdevelopment in terms of
international and domestic power relationships, institutional and structural eco-
nomic rigidities, and the resulting proliferation of dual economies and dual so-
cieties both within and among the nations of the world. Dependence theories
tended to emphasize external and internal institutional and political constraints
on economic development. Emphasis was placed on the need for major new
policies to eradicate poverty, to provide more diversified employment opportu-
nities, and to reduce income inequalities. These and other egalitarian objectives
were to be achieved within the context of a growing economy, but economic
growth per se was not given the exalted status accorded to it by the linear-
stages and structural-change models.

Throughout much of the 1980s and 1990s, a fourth approach prevailed. This
neoclassical (sometimes called neoliberal) counterrevolution in economic thought
emphasized the beneficial role of free markets, open economies, and the privatiza-
tion of inefficient public enterprises. Failure to develop, according to this theory, is
not due to exploitive external and internal forces as expounded by dependence
theorists. Rather, it is primarily the result of too much government intervention
and regulation of the economy. Today’s eclectic approach draws on all of these
perspectives, and we will highlight the strengths and weaknesses of each.

3.2 Development as Growth and the
Linear-Stages Theories

When interest in the poor nations of the world really began to materialize
following World War II, economists in the industrialized nations were
caught off guard. They had no readily available conceptual apparatus with
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which to analyze the process of economic growth in largely agrarian soci-
eties that lacked modern economic structures. But they did have the recent
experience of the Marshall Plan, under which massive amounts of U.S. fi-
nancial and technical assistance enabled the war-torn countries of Europe to
rebuild and modernize their economies in a matter of years. Moreover, was
it not true that all modern industrial nations were once undeveloped agrarian
societies? Surely their historical experience in transforming their economies
from poor agricultural subsistence societies to modern industrial giants had
important lessons for the “backward” countries of Asia, Africa, and Latin
America. The logic and simplicity of these two strands of thought—the util-
ity of massive injections of capital and the historical experience of the now
developed countries—was too irresistible to be refuted by scholars, politi-
cians, and administrators in rich countries, to whom people and ways of life
in the developing world were often no more real than UN statistics or scat-
tered chapters in anthropology books. Because of its emphasis on the central
role of accelerated capital accumulation, this approach is often dubbed “cap-
ital fundamentalism.”

Rostow’s Stages of Growth

The most influential and outspoken advocate of the stages-of-growth model
of development was the American economic historian Walt W. Rostow. Ac-
cording to Rostow, the transition from underdevelopment to development can
be described in terms of a series of steps or stages through which all countries
must proceed. As Rostow wrote in the opening chapter of The Stages of Eco-
nomic Growth:

This book presents an economic historian’s way of generalizing the sweep of
modern history. . . . It is possible to identify all societies, in their economic di-
mensions, as lying within one of five categories: the traditional society, the pre-
conditions for take-off into self-sustaining growth, the take-off, the drive to maturity,
and the age of high mass consumption. . . . These stages are not merely descriptive.
They are not merely a way of generalizing certain factual observations about the
sequence of development of modern societies. They have an inner logic and conti-
nuity. . . . They constitute, in the end, both a theory about economic growth and a
more general, if still highly partial, theory about modern history as a whole.1

The advanced countries, it was argued, had all passed the stage of “takeoff
into self-sustaining growth,” and the underdeveloped countries that were still
in either the traditional society or the “preconditions” stage had only to follow
a certain set of rules of development to take off in their turn into self-sustaining
economic growth.

One of the principal strategies of development necessary for any takeoff
was the mobilization of domestic and foreign saving in order to generate suffi-
cient investment to accelerate economic growth. The economic mechanism by
which more investment leads to more growth can be described in terms of the
Harrod-Domar growth model,2 today often referred to as the AK model be-
cause it is based on a linear production function with output given by the
capital stock K times a constant, often labeled A. In one form or another, it has
frequently been applied to policy issues facing developing countries, such as in
the two-gap model examined in Chapter 14.
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Harrod-Domar growth model
A functional economic rela-
tionship in which the growth
rate of gross domestic product
(g) depends directly on the
national net savings rate (s)
and inversely on the national
capital-output ratio (c).

Stages-of-growth model of
development A theory of 
economic development, asso-
ciated with the American 
economic historian Walt W.
Rostow, according to which a
country passes through se-
quential stages in achieving
development.



The Harrod-Domar Growth Model

Every economy must save a certain proportion of its national income, if only
to replace worn-out or impaired capital goods (buildings, equipment, and ma-
terials). However, in order to grow, new investments representing net addi-
tions to the capital stock are necessary. If we assume that there is some direct
economic relationship between the size of the total capital stock, K, and total
GDP, Y—for example, if $3 of capital is always necessary to produce an annual
$1 stream of GDP—it follows that any net additions to the capital stock in the
form of new investment will bring about corresponding increases in the flow
of national output, GDP.

Suppose that this relationship, known in economics as the capital-output
ratio, is roughly 3 to 1. If we define the capital-output ratio as k and assume
further that the national net savings ratio, s, is a fixed proportion of national
output (e.g., 6%) and that total new investment is determined by the level of to-
tal savings, we can construct the following simple model of economic growth:

1. Net saving (S) is some proportion, s, of national income (Y ) such that we
have the simple equation

(3.1)

2. Net investment (I ) is defined as the change in the capital stock, K, and can
be represented by K such that

(3.2)

But because the total capital stock, K, bears a direct relationship to total
national income or output, Y, as expressed by the capital-output ratio, c,3

it follows that

or

or, finally,

(3.3)

3. Finally, because net national savings, S, must equal net investment, I, we
can write this equality as

(3.4)

But from Equation 3.1 we know that S = sY, and from Equations 3.2 and
3.3 we know that

It therefore follows that we can write the “identity” of saving equaling in-
vestment shown by Equation 3.4 as

(3.5)S = sY = c¢Y = ¢K = I

I = ¢K = c¢Y

S = I

¢K = c¢Y

¢K
¢Y

= c

K
Y

= c

I = ¢K

¢

S = sY
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Capital-output ratio A ratio
that shows the units of capital
required to produce a unit of
output over a given period of
time.

Net savings ratio Savings
expressed as a proportion of
disposable income over some
period of time.



or simply as

(3.6)

Dividing both sides of Equation 3.6 first by Y and then by c, we obtain the
following expression:

(3.7)

Note that the left-hand side of Equation 3.7, Y/Y, represents the rate of
change or rate of growth of GDP.

Equation 3.7, which is a simplified version of the famous equation in the
Harrod-Domar theory of economic growth, states simply that the rate of
growth of GDP ( Y/Y) is determined jointly by the net national savings ratio,
s, and the national capital-output ratio, c. More specifically, it says that in the
absence of government, the growth rate of national income will be directly or
positively related to the savings ratio (i.e., the more an economy is able to
save—and invest—out of a given GDP, the greater the growth of that GDP will
be) and inversely or negatively related to the economy’s capital-output ratio
(i.e., the higher c is, the lower the rate of GDP growth will be). Equation 3.7 is
also often expressed in terms of gross savings, , in which case the growth
rate is given by

(3.7’)

where d is the rate of capital depreciation.4

The economic logic of Equations 3.7 and 3.7’ is very simple. To grow,
economies must save and invest a certain proportion of their GDP. The more
they can save and invest, the faster they can grow. But the actual rate at which
they can grow for any level of saving and investment—how much additional
output can be had from an additional unit of investment—can be measured by
the inverse of the capital-output ratio, c, because this inverse, 1/c, is simply
the output-capital or output-investment ratio. It follows that multiplying the
rate of new investment, s = I/Y, by its productivity, 1/c, will give the rate by
which national income or GDP will increase.

In addition to investment, two other components of economic growth are
labor force growth and technological progress. The roles and functioning of
these three components are examined in detail in Appendix 3.1. In the context
of the Harrod-Domar model, labor force growth is not described explicitly.
This is because labor is assumed to be abundant in a developing-country con-
text and can be hired as needed in a given proportion to capital investments
(this assumption is not always valid). In a general way, technological progress
can be expressed in the Harrod-Domar context as a decrease in the required
capital-output ratio, giving more growth for a given level of investment, as
follows from Equation 3.7 or 3.7’. This is obvious when we realize that in the
longer run this ratio is not fixed but can change over time in response to the func-
tioning of financial markets and the policy environment. But again, the focus
was on the role of capital investment.

¢Y
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¢
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s
c
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Obstacles and Constraints

Returning to the stages-of-growth theories and using Equation 3.7 of our sim-
ple Harrod-Domar growth model, we learn that one of the most fundamental
strategies of economic growth is simply to increase the proportion of national
income saved (i.e., not consumed). If we can raise s in Equation 3.7, we can
increase Y/Y, the rate of GDP growth. For example, if we assume that the
national capital-output ratio in some less developed country is, say, 3 and
the aggregate net saving ratio is 6% of GDP, it follows from Equation 3.7 that
this country can grow at a rate of 2% per year because

(3.8)

Now if the national net savings rate can somehow be increased from 6% to,
say, 15%—through some combination of increased taxes, foreign aid, and gen-
eral consumption sacrifices—GDP growth can be increased from 2% to 5% be-
cause now

(3.9)

In fact, Rostow and others defined the takeoff stage in precisely this way.
Countries that were able to save 15% to 20% of GDP could grow (“develop”) at
a much faster rate than those that saved less. Moreover, this growth would then
be self-sustaining. The mechanisms of economic growth and development,
therefore, are simply a matter of increasing national savings and investment.

The main obstacle to or constraint on development, according to this the-
ory, is the relatively low level of new capital formation in most poor countries.
But if a country wanted to grow at, say, a rate of 7% per year and if it could not
generate savings and investment at a rate of 21% of national income (assum-
ing that c, the final aggregate capital-output ratio, is 3) but could only manage
to save 15%, it could seek to fill this “savings gap” of 6% through either for-
eign aid or private foreign investment.

Thus the “capital constraint” stages approach to growth and development
became a rationale and (in terms of Cold War politics) an opportunistic tool
for justifying massive transfers of capital and technical assistance from the de-
veloped to the less developed nations. It was to be the Marshall Plan all over
again, but this time for the nations of the developing world.

Necessary versus Sufficient Conditions: Some Criticisms
of the Stages Model

Unfortunately, the mechanisms of development embodied in the theory of
stages of growth did not always work. And the basic reason they didn’t work
was not because more saving and investment isn’t a necessary condition for
accelerated rates of economic growth but rather because it is not a sufficient
condition. The Marshall Plan worked for Europe because the European coun-
tries receiving aid possessed the necessary structural, institutional, and atti-
tudinal conditions (e.g., well-integrated commodity and money markets,
highly developed transport facilities, a well-trained and educated workforce,
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¢
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Necessary condition A con-
dition that must be present,
although it need not be in it-
self sufficient, for an event to
occur. For example, capital
formation may be a necessary
condition for sustained eco-
nomic growth (before growth
in output can occur, there
must be tools to produce it).
But for this growth to con-
tinue, social, institutional, and
attitudinal changes may have
to occur.

Sufficient condition A con-
dition that when present
causes or guarantees that an
event will or can occur; in
economic models, a condition
that logically requires that a
statement must be true (or a
result must hold) given other
assumptions.



the motivation to succeed, an efficient government bureaucracy) to convert
new capital effectively into higher levels of output. The Rostow and Harrod-
Domar models implicitly assume the existence of these same attitudes and
arrangements in underdeveloped nations. Yet in many cases they are lacking,
as are complementary factors such as managerial competence, skilled labor,
and the ability to plan and administer a wide assortment of development proj-
ects. There was also insufficient focus on another strategy for raising growth
that is apparent from Equation 3.7: reducing the capital-output ratio, c, which
entails increasing the efficiency with which investments generate extra output,
a theme we take up later.

3.3 Structural-Change Models

Structural-change theory focuses on the mechanism by which underdevel-
oped economies transform their domestic economic structures from a heavy
emphasis on traditional subsistence agriculture to a more modern, more ur-
banized, and more industrially diverse manufacturing and service economy. It
employs the tools of neoclassical price and resource allocation theory and
modern econometrics to describe how this transformation process takes place.
Two well-known representative examples of the structural-change approach
are the “two-sector surplus labor” theoretical model of W. Arthur Lewis and
the “patterns of development” empirical analysis of Hollis B. Chenery and his
coauthors.

The Lewis Theory of Development

Basic Model One of the best-known early theoretical models of develop-
ment that focused on the structural transformation of a primarily subsistence
economy was that formulated by Nobel laureate W. Arthur Lewis in the mid-
1950s and later modified, formalized, and extended by John Fei and Gustav
Ranis.5 The Lewis two-sector model became the general theory of the devel-
opment process in surplus-labor developing nations during most of the 1960s
and early 1970s, and it is sometimes still applied, particularly to study the re-
cent growth experience in China and labor markets in other developing coun-
tries.6

In the Lewis model, the underdeveloped economy consists of two sectors:
a traditional, overpopulated rural subsistence sector characterized by zero
marginal labor productivity—a situation that permits Lewis to classify this as
surplus labor in the sense that it can be withdrawn from the traditional agri-
cultural sector without any loss of output—and a high-productivity modern
urban industrial sector into which labor from the subsistence sector is gradu-
ally transferred. The primary focus of the model is on both the process of labor
transfer and the growth of output and employment in the modern sector. (The
modern sector could include modern agriculture, but we will call the sector
“industrial” as a shorthand). Both labor transfer and modern-sector employ-
ment growth are brought about by output expansion in that sector. The speed
with which this expansion occurs is determined by the rate of industrial in-
vestment and capital accumulation in the modern sector. Such investment is
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Structural-change theory
The hypothesis that
undevelopment is due to un-
derutilization of resources
arising from structural or 
institutional factors that have
their origins in both domestic
and international dualism.
Development therefore requires
more than just accelerated
capital formation.

Structural transformation
The process of transforming
an economy in such a way
that the contribution to na-
tional income by the manu-
facturing sector eventually
surpasses the contribution by
the agricultural sector. More
generally, a major alteration in
the industrial composition of
any economy.

Lewis two-sector model A
theory of development in
which surplus labor from the
traditional agricultural sector
is transferred to the modern
industrial sector, the growth
of which absorbs the surplus
labor, promotes industrializa-
tion, and stimulates sustained
development.

Surplus labor The excess
supply of labor over and
above the quantity demanded
at the going free-market wage
rate. In the Lewis two-sector
model of economic develop-
ment, surplus labor refers to
the portion of the rural labor
force whose marginal produc-
tivity is zero or negative.



made possible by the excess of modern-sector profits over wages on the as-
sumption that capitalists reinvest all their profits. Finally, Lewis assumed that
the level of wages in the urban industrial sector was constant, determined as a
given premium over a fixed average subsistence level of wages in the tradi-
tional agricultural sector. At the constant urban wage, the supply curve of ru-
ral labor to the modern sector is considered to be perfectly elastic.

We can illustrate the Lewis model of modern-sector growth in a two-sector
economy by using Figure 3.1. Consider first the traditional agricultural sector
portrayed in the two right-side diagrams of Figure 3.1b. The upper diagram
shows how subsistence food production varies with increases in labor inputs.
It is a typical agricultural production function in which the total output or
product (TPA) of food is determined by changes in the amount of the only vari-
able input, labor (LA), given a fixed quantity of capital, A, and unchangingK
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of a good produced and the
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traditional technology, . In the lower-right diagram, we have the average
and marginal product of labor curves, APLA and MPLA, which are derived
from the total product curve shown immediately above. The quantity of agri-
cultural labor (QLA) available is the same on both horizontal axes and is ex-
pressed in millions of workers, as Lewis is describing an underdeveloped
economy where much of the population lives and works in rural areas.

Lewis makes two assumptions about the traditional sector. First, there is
surplus labor in the sense that MPLA is zero, and second, all rural workers
share equally in the output so that the rural real wage is determined by the av-
erage and not the marginal product of labor (as will be the case in the modern
sector). Metaphorically, this may be thought of as passing around the family
rice bowl at dinnertime, from which each person takes an equal share (this
need not be literally equal shares for the basic idea to hold). Assume that there
are LA agricultural workers producing TPA food, which is shared equally as
WA food per person (this is the average product, which is equal to TPA/LA).
The marginal product of these LA workers is zero, as shown in the bottom dia-
gram of Figure 3.1b; hence the surplus-labor assumption applies to all work-
ers in excess of LA (note the horizontal TPA curve beyond LA workers in the
upper-right diagram).

The upper-left diagram of Figure 3.1a portrays the total product (produc-
tion function) curves for the modern industrial sector. Once again, output of,
say, manufactured goods (TPM) is a function of a variable labor input, LM, for a
given capital stock and technology, . On the horizontal axes, the quan-
tity of labor employed to produce an output of, say, TPM1, with capital stock
KM1, is expressed in thousands of urban workers, L1. In the Lewis model, the
modern-sector capital stock is allowed to increase from KM1 to KM2 to KM3 as a
result of the reinvestment of profits by industrial capitalists. This will cause
the total product curves in Figure 3.1a to shift upward from TPM(KM1) to
TPM(KM2) to TPM(KM3). The process that will generate these capitalist profits
for reinvestment and growth is illustrated in the lower-left diagram of Figure
3.1a. Here we have modern-sector marginal labor product curves derived
from the TPM curves of the upper diagram. Under the assumption of perfectly
competitive labor markets in the modern sector, these marginal product of la-
bor curves are in fact the actual demand curves for labor. Here is how the sys-
tem works.

WA in the lower diagrams of Figures 3.1a and 3.1b represents the average
level of real subsistence income in the traditional rural sector. WM in Figure
3.1a is therefore the real wage in the modern capitalist sector. At this wage, the
supply of rural labor is assumed to be unlimited or perfectly elastic, as shown
by the horizontal labor supply curve WMSL. In other words, Lewis assumes
that at urban wage WM above rural average income WA, modern-sector em-
ployers can hire as many surplus rural workers as they want without fear of
rising wages. (Note again that the quantity of labor in the rural sector, Figure
3.1b, is expressed in millions whereas in the modern urban sector, Figure 3.1a,
units of labor are expressed in thousands.) Given a fixed supply of capital KM1
in the initial stage of modern-sector growth, the demand curve for labor is de-
termined by labor’s declining marginal product and is shown by the negatively
sloped curve D1(KM1) in the lower-left diagram. Because profit-maximizing
modern-sector employers are assumed to hire laborers to the point where

tMKM

tA
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Average product Total out-
put or product divided by total
factor input (e.g., the average
product of labor is equal to 
total output divided by the 
total amount of labor used to
produce that output).

Marginal product The
increase in total output result-
ing from the use of one addi-
tional unit of a variable factor
of production (such as labor
or capital). In the Lewis two-
sector model, surplus labor is
defined as workers whose
marginal product is zero.



their marginal physical product is equal to the real wage (i.e., the point F of
intersection between the labor demand and supply curves), total modern-
sector employment will be equal to L1. Total modern-sector output, TPM1,
would be given by the area bounded by points 0D1FL1. The share of this total
output paid to workers in the form of wages would be equal, therefore, to the
area of the rectangle 0WMFL1. The balance of the output shown by the area
WMD1F would be the total profits that accrue to the capitalists. Because Lewis
assumes that all of these profits are reinvested, the total capital stock in the
modern sector will rise from KM1 to KM2. This larger capital stock causes the
total product curve of the modern sector to shift to TPM(KM2), which in turn
induces a rise in the marginal product demand curve for labor. This outward
shift in the labor demand curve is shown by line D2(KM2) in the bottom half of
Figure 3.1a. A new equilibrium modern-sector employment level will be es-
tablished at point G with L2 workers now employed. Total output rises to
TPM2 or 0D2GL2 while total wages and profits increase to 0WMGL2 and
WMD2G, respectively. Once again, these larger (WMD2G) profits are reinvested,
increasing the total capital stock to KM3, shifting the total product and labor
demand curves to TPM(KM3) and to D3(KM3), respectively, and raising the level
of modern-sector employment to L3.

This process of modern-sector self-sustaining growth and employment
expansion is assumed to continue until all surplus rural labor is absorbed in
the new industrial sector. Thereafter, additional workers can be withdrawn
from the agricultural sector only at a higher cost of lost food production be-
cause the declining labor-to-land ratio means that the marginal product of ru-
ral labor is no longer zero. This is known as the “Lewis turning point.” Thus
the labor supply curve becomes positively sloped as modern-sector wages
and employment continue to grow. The structural transformation of the econ-
omy will have taken place, with the balance of economic activity shifting from
traditional rural agriculture to modern urban industry.

Criticisms of the Lewis Model Although the Lewis two-sector development
model is simple and roughly reflects the historical experience of economic
growth in the West, four of its key assumptions do not fit the institutional and
economic realities of most contemporary developing countries.

First, the model implicitly assumes that the rate of labor transfer and em-
ployment creation in the modern sector is proportional to the rate of modern-
sector capital accumulation. The faster the rate of capital accumulation, the
higher the growth rate of the modern sector and the faster the rate of new job
creation. But what if capitalist profits are reinvested in more sophisticated
laborsaving capital equipment rather than just duplicating the existing capital,
as is implicitly assumed in the Lewis model? (We are, of course, here accepting
the debatable assumption that capitalist profits are in fact reinvested in the lo-
cal economy and not sent abroad as a form of “capital flight” to be added to
the deposits of Western banks.) Figure 3.2 reproduces the lower, modern-sec-
tor diagram of Figure 3.1a, only this time the labor demand curves do not shift
uniformly outward but in fact cross. Demand curve D2(KM2) has a greater neg-
ative slope than D2(KM1) to reflect the fact that additions to the capital stock
embody laborsaving technical progress—that is, KM2 technology requires
much less labor per unit of output than KM1 technology does.
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Economic growth that contin-
ues over the long run based
on saving, investment, and
complementary private and
public activities.



We see that even though total output has grown substantially (i.e., 0D2EL1
is significantly greater than 0D1EL1), total wages (0WMEL1) and employment
(L1) remain unchanged. All of the extra output accrues to capitalists in the
form of profits. Figure 3.2 therefore provides an illustration of what some
might call “antidevelopmental” economic growth—all the extra income and
output growth are distributed to the few owners of capital, while income and
employment levels for the masses of workers remain largely unchanged. Al-
though total GDP would rise, there would be little or no improvement in ag-
gregate social welfare measured, say, in terms of more widely distributed
gains in income and employment.

The second questionable assumption of the Lewis model is the notion that
surplus labor exists in rural areas while there is full employment in the urban
areas. Most contemporary research indicates that there is little surplus labor in
rural locations. True, there are both seasonal and geographic exceptions to this
rule (e.g., at least until recently in parts of China and the Asian subcontinent,
some Caribbean islands, and isolated regions of Latin America where land
ownership is very unequal), but by and large, development economists today
agree that Lewis’s assumption of rural surplus labor is generally not valid.

The third dubious assumption is the notion of a competitive modern-
sector labor market that guarantees the continued existence of constant real urban
wages up to the point where the supply of rural surplus labor is exhausted.
Prior to the 1980s, a striking feature of urban labor markets and wage deter-
mination in almost all developing countries was the tendency for these wages
to rise substantially over time, both in absolute terms and relative to average
rural incomes, even in the presence of rising levels of open modern-sector un-
employment and low or zero marginal productivity in agriculture. Institu-
tional factors such as union bargaining power, civil service wage scales, and
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multinational corporations’ hiring practices tend to negate competitive forces
in modern-sector labor markets in developing countries.

A final concern with the Lewis model is its assumption of diminishing re-
turns in the modern industrial sector. Yet there is much evidence that increas-
ing returns prevail in that sector, posing special problems for development
policymaking that we will examine in Chapter 4.

We study the Lewis model because, as many development specialists still
think about development in this way either explicitly or implicitly, it helps
students participate in the debates. Moreover, the model is widely consid-
ered relevant to recent experiences in China, where labor has been steadily
absorbed from farming to manufacturing and a few other countries with
similar growth patterns. The Lewis turning point at which wages in manu-
facturing start to rise was widely identified with China’s wage increases of
2010.

However, when we take into account the laborsaving bias of most modern
technological transfer, the existence of substantial capital flight, the wide-
spread nonexistence of rural surplus labor, the growing prevalence of urban
surplus labor, and the tendency for modern-sector wages to rise rapidly even
where substantial open unemployment exists, we must acknowledge that the
Lewis two-sector model—though valuable as an early conceptual portrayal of
the development process of sectoral interaction and structural change and a
description of some historical experiences including some recent ones such as
China—requires considerable modification in assumptions and analysis to fit
the reality of most contemporary developing nations.

Structural Change and Patterns of Development

Like the earlier Lewis model, the patterns-of-development analysis of struc-
tural change focuses on the sequential process through which the economic,
industrial, and institutional structure of an underdeveloped economy is trans-
formed over time to permit new industries to replace traditional agriculture as
the engine of economic growth. However, in contrast to the Lewis model and
the original stages view of development, increased savings and investment
are perceived by patterns-of-development analysts as necessary but not suffi-
cient conditions for economic growth. In addition to the accumulation of capi-
tal, both physical and human, a set of interrelated changes in the economic
structure of a country are required for the transition from a traditional eco-
nomic system to a modern one. These structural changes involve virtually all
economic functions, including the transformation of production and changes
in the composition of consumer demand, international trade, and resource use
as well as changes in socioeconomic factors such as urbanization and the
growth and distribution of a country’s population.

Empirical structural-change analysts emphasize both domestic and inter-
national constraints on development. The domestic ones include economic
constraints such as a country’s resource endowment and its physical and pop-
ulation size as well as institutional constraints such as government policies
and objectives. International constraints on development include access to ex-
ternal capital, technology, and international trade. Differences in development
level among developing countries are largely ascribed to these domestic and
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international constraints. However, it is the international constraints that
make the transition of currently developing countries differ from that of now
industrialized countries. To the extent that developing countries have access
to the opportunities presented by the industrial countries as sources of capital,
technology, and manufactured imports as well as markets for exports, they
can make the transition at an even faster rate than that achieved by the indus-
trial countries during the early periods of their economic development. Thus,
unlike the earlier stages model, the structural-change model recognizes the
fact that developing countries are part of an integrated international system
that can promote (as well as hinder) their development.

The best-known model of structural change is the one based largely on the
empirical work of Harvard economist Hollis B. Chenery and his colleagues, who
examined patterns of development for numerous developing countries during
the postwar period. (This approach also built on research by Nobel laureate Si-
mon Kuznets on modern economic growth of developed countries.)7 Their em-
pirical studies, both cross-sectional (among countries at a given point in time)
and time-series (over long periods of time), of countries at different levels of per
capita income led to the identification of several characteristic features of the de-
velopment process. These included the shift from agricultural to industrial pro-
duction, the steady accumulation of physical and human capital, the change in
consumer demands from emphasis on food and basic necessities to desires for
diverse manufactured goods and services, the growth of cities and urban indus-
tries as people migrate from farms and small towns, and the decline in family
size and overall population growth as children lose their economic value and
parents substitute what is traditionally labeled child quality (education) for
quantity (see Chapter 6), with population growth first increasing and then de-
creasing in the process of development. Proponents of this school often call for
development specialists to “let the facts speak for themselves” rather than get
bogged down in the arcana of theories such as the stages of growth. This is a
valuable counterbalance to empty theorizing, but it also has its own limits.

Conclusions and Implications

The structural changes that we have described are the “average” patterns of de-
velopment Chenery and colleagues observed among countries in time-series
and cross-sectional analyses. The major hypothesis of the structural-change
model is that development is an identifiable process of growth and change
whose main features are similar in all countries. However, as mentioned earlier,
the model does recognize that differences can arise among countries in the pace
and pattern of development, depending on their particular set of circumstances.
Factors influencing the development process include a country’s resource en-
dowment and size, its government’s policies and objectives, the availability of
external capital and technology, and the international trade environment.

One limitation to keep in mind is that by emphasizing patterns rather than
theory, this approach runs the risk of leading practitioners to draw the wrong
conclusions about causality—in effect, to “put the cart before the horse.” Ob-
serving developed-country patterns such as the decline of the share of the la-
bor force in agriculture over time, many developing-country policymakers
have been inclined to neglect that vital sector. But as you will see in Chapter 9,
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that is precisely the opposite conclusion to the one that should be drawn. Ob-
serving the important role of higher education in developed countries, policy-
makers may be inclined to emphasize the development of an advanced
university system even before a majority of the population has gained basic
literacy, a policy that has led to gross inequities even in countries at least nom-
inally committed to egalitarian outcomes, such as Tanzania.

Empirical studies on the process of structural change lead to the conclusion
that the pace and pattern of development can vary according to both domestic
and international factors, many of which lie beyond the control of an individual
developing nation. Yet despite this variation, structural-change economists argue
that one can identify certain patterns occurring in almost all countries during
the development process. And these patterns, they argue, may be affected by the
choice of development policies pursued by governments in developing countries
as well as the international trade and foreign-assistance policies of developed na-
tions. Hence structural-change analysts are basically optimistic that the “correct”
mix of economic policies will generate beneficial patterns of self-sustaining
growth. The international-dependence school to which we now turn is, in con-
trast, much less sanguine and is in many cases downright pessimistic.

3.4 The International-Dependence Revolution

During the 1970s, international-dependence models gained increasing sup-
port, especially among developing-country intellectuals, as a result of grow-
ing disenchantment with both the stages and structural-change models. While
this theory to a large degree went out of favor during the 1980s and 1990s, ver-
sions of it have enjoyed a resurgence in the twenty-first century as some of its
views have been adopted, albeit in modified form, by theorists and leaders of
the antiglobalization movement.8 Essentially, international-dependence mod-
els view developing countries as beset by institutional, political, and economic
rigidities, both domestic and international, and caught up in a dependence
and dominance relationship with rich countries. Within this general approach
are three major streams of thought: the neocolonial dependence model, the
false-paradigm model, and the dualistic-development thesis.

The Neocolonial Dependence Model

The first major stream, which we call the neocolonial dependence model, is an
indirect outgrowth of Marxist thinking. It attributes the existence and continu-
ance of underdevelopment primarily to the historical evolution of a highly un-
equal international capitalist system of rich country–poor country relationships.
Whether because rich nations are intentionally exploitative or unintentionally
neglectful, the coexistence of rich and poor nations in an international system
dominated by such unequal power relationships between the center (the devel-
oped countries) and the periphery (the developing countries) renders attempts
by poor nations to be self-reliant and independent difficult and sometimes
even impossible.9 Certain groups in the developing countries (including land-
lords, entrepreneurs, military rulers, merchants, salaried public officials, and
trade union leaders) who enjoy high incomes, social status, and political power
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constitute a small elite ruling class whose principal interest, knowingly or
not, is in the perpetuation of the international capitalist system of inequality
and conformity in which they are rewarded. Directly and indirectly, they serve
(are dominated by) and are rewarded by (are dependent on) international special-
interest power groups, including multinational corporations, national bilateral-
aid agencies, and multilateral assistance organizations like the World Bank or
the International Monetary Fund (IMF), which are tied by allegiance or funding
to the wealthy capitalist countries. The elites’ activities and viewpoints often
serve to inhibit any genuine reform efforts that might benefit the wider popula-
tion and in some cases actually lead to even lower levels of living and to the per-
petuation of underdevelopment. In short, the neo-Marxist, neocolonial view of
underdevelopment attributes a large part of the developing world’s continuing
poverty to the existence and policies of the industrial capitalist countries of the
northern hemisphere and their extensions in the form of small but powerful
elite or comprador groups in the less developed countries.10 Underdevelop-
ment is thus seen as an externally induced phenomenon, in contrast to the linear-
stages and structural-change theories’ stress on internal constraints such as in-
sufficient savings and investment or lack of education and skills. Revolutionary
struggles or at least major restructuring of the world capitalist system is there-
fore required to free dependent developing nations from the direct and indirect
economic control of their developed-world and domestic oppressors.

One of the most forceful statements of the international-dependence school
of thought was made by Theotonio Dos Santos:

Underdevelopment, far from constituting a state of backwardness prior to capital-
ism, is rather a consequence and a particular form of capitalist development
known as dependent capitalism. . . . Dependence is a conditioning situation in
which the economies of one group of countries are conditioned by the develop-
ment and expansion of others. A relationship of interdependence between two or
more economies or between such economies and the world trading system be-
comes a dependent relationship when some countries can expand through self-
impulsion while others, being in a dependent position, can only expand as a reflection
of the expansion of the dominant countries, which may have positive or negative
effects on their immediate development. In either case, the basic situation of de-
pendence causes these countries to be both backward and exploited. Dominant
countries are endowed with technological, commercial, capital and sociopolitical
predominance over dependent countries—the form of this predominance varying
according to the particular historical moment—and can therefore exploit them,
and extract part of the locally produced surplus. Dependence, then, is based upon
an international division of labor which allows industrial development to take
place in some countries while restricting it in others, whose growth is conditioned
by and subjected to the power centers of the world.11

A similar but obviously non-Marxist perspective was expounded by Pope
John Paul II in his widely quoted 1988 encyclical letter (a formal, elaborate ex-
pression of papal teaching) Sollicitude rei socialis (The Social Concerns of the
Church), in which he declared:

One must denounce the existence of economic, financial, and social mechanisms
which, although they are manipulated by people, often function almost automat-
ically, thus accentuating the situation of wealth for some and poverty for the
rest. These mechanisms, which are maneuvered directly or indirectly by the
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more developed countries, by their very functioning, favor the interests of the peo-
ple manipulating them. But in the end they suffocate or condition the economies
of the less developed countries.

The False-Paradigm Model

A second and less radical international-dependence approach to development,
which we might call the false-paradigm model, attributes underdevelopment
to faulty and inappropriate advice provided by well-meaning but often unin-
formed, biased, and ethnocentric international “expert” advisers from devel-
oped-country assistance agencies and multinational donor organizations.
These experts are said to offer complex but ultimately misleading models of
development that often lead to inappropriate or incorrect policies. Because of
institutional factors such as the central and remarkably resilient role of tradi-
tional social structures (tribe, caste, class, etc.), the highly unequal ownership
of land and other property rights, the disproportionate control by local elites
over domestic and international financial assets, and the very unequal access to
credit, these policies, based as they often are on mainstream, neoclassical (or
perhaps Lewis-type surplus-labor or Chenery-type structural-change) models,
in many cases merely serve the vested interests of existing power groups, both
domestic and international.

In addition, according to this argument, leading university intellectuals,
trade unionists, high-level government economists, and other civil servants all
get their training in developed-country institutions where they are unwit-
tingly served an unhealthy dose of alien concepts and elegant but inapplicable
theoretical models. Having little or no really useful knowledge to enable them
to come to grips in an effective way with real development problems, they of-
ten tend to become unknowing or reluctant apologists for the existing system
of elitist policies and institutional structures. In university economics courses,
for example, this typically entails the perpetuation of the teaching of many
“irrelevant” Western concepts and models, while in government policy dis-
cussions, too much emphasis is placed on attempts to measure capital-output
ratios, increase savings and investment ratios, privatize and deregulate the
economy, or maximize GDP growth rates. As a result, proponents argue that
desirable institutional and structural reforms, many of which we have dis-
cussed, are neglected or given only cursory attention.

The Dualistic-Development Thesis

Implicit in structural-change theories and explicit in international-dependence
theories is the notion of a world of dual societies, of rich nations and poor na-
tions and, in the developing countries, pockets of wealth within broad areas of
poverty. Dualism is a concept widely discussed in development economics. It
represents the existence and persistence of substantial and even increasing di-
vergences between rich and poor nations and rich and poor peoples on vari-
ous levels. Specifically, although research continues, the traditional concept of
dualism embraces four key arguments:12

1. Different sets of conditions, of which some are “superior” and others “infe-
rior,” can coexist in a given space. Examples of this element of dualism
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include Lewis’s notion of the coexistence of modern and traditional meth-
ods of production in urban and rural sectors; the coexistence of wealthy,
highly educated elites with masses of illiterate poor people; and the depend-
ence notion of the coexistence of powerful and wealthy industrialized nations
with weak, impoverished peasant societies in the international economy.

2. This coexistence is chronic and not merely transitional. It is not due to a
temporary phenomenon, in which case time could eliminate the discrepancy
between superior and inferior elements. In other words, the international co-
existence of wealth and poverty is not simply a historical phenomenon that
will be rectified in time. Although both the stages-of-growth theory and the
structural-change models implicitly make such an assumption, to propo-
nents of the dualistic development thesis, the facts of growing interna-
tional inequalities seem to refute it.

3. Not only do the degrees of superiority or inferiority fail to show any signs
of diminishing, but they even have an inherent tendency to increase. For
example, the productivity gap between workers in developed countries
and their counterparts in most developing countries seems to widen with
each passing year.

4. The interrelations between the superior and inferior elements are such
that the existence of the superior elements does little or nothing to pull up
the inferior element, let alone “trickle down” to it. In fact, it may actually
serve to push it down—to “develop its underdevelopment.”

Conclusions and Implications

Whatever their ideological differences, the advocates of the neocolonial-
dependence, false-paradigm, and dualism models reject the exclusive emphasis
on traditional neoclassical economic theories designed to accelerate the
growth of GDP as the principal index of development. They question the va-
lidity of Lewis-type two-sector models of modernization and industrialization
in light of their questionable assumptions and recent developing-world his-
tory. They further reject the claims made by Chenery and others that there are
well-defined empirical patterns of development that should be pursued by
most poor countries. Instead, dependence, false-paradigm, and dualism theo-
rists place more emphasis on international power imbalances and on needed
fundamental economic, political, and institutional reforms, both domestic and
worldwide. In extreme cases, they call for the outright expropriation of pri-
vately owned assets in the expectation that public asset ownership and control
will be a more effective means to help eradicate absolute poverty, provide ex-
panded employment opportunities, lessen income inequalities, and raise the
levels of living (including health, education, and cultural enrichment) of the
masses. Although a few radical neo-Marxists would even go so far as to say
that economic growth and structural change do not matter, the majority of
thoughtful observers recognize that the most effective way to deal with these
diverse social problems is to accelerate the pace of economic growth through
domestic and international reforms accompanied by a judicious mixture of
both public and private economic activity.
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Dependence theories have two major weaknesses. First, although they offer
an appealing explanation of why many poor countries remain underdevel-
oped, they give no insight into how countries initiate and sustain develop-
ment. Second and perhaps more important, the actual economic experience of
developing countries that have pursued revolutionary campaigns of indus-
trial nationalization and state-run production has been mostly negative.

If we are to take dependence theory at face value, we would conclude that the
best course for developing countries is to become entangled as little as possible
with the developed countries and instead pursue a policy of autarky, or in-
wardly directed development, or at most trade only with other developing coun-
tries. But large countries that embarked on autarkic policies, such as China and,
to a significant extent, India, experienced stagnant growth and ultimately de-
cided to open their economies, China beginning this process after 1978 and India
after 1990. At the opposite extreme, economies such as Taiwan and South Korea,
and China more recently, that have most emphasized exports to developed coun-
tries have grown strongly. Although in many cases close ties to metropolitan
countries during the colonial period apparently produced damaging outcomes—
as in Peru under Spain, the Congo under Belgium, India under Great Britain, and
West Africa under France—in a majority of cases, this relationship appears to
have significantly altered during the postcolonial period. Clearly, however, con-
flicts of interest between the developed and developing worlds, such as took cen-
ter stage at the Copenhagen climate summit in December 2009 and have played
a role in recent WTO and G20 meetings, are genuine and cannot be ignored.

We next consider the view that the keys to development are found in free
markets. For perspective, as will be noted in later chapters, governments can
succeed or fail just as markets can; the key to successful development per-
formance is achieving a careful balance among what government can success-
fully accomplish, what the private market system can do, and what both can
best do working together.

While the international-dependence revolution in development theory was
capturing the imagination of many Western and developing country scholars, a
reaction was emerging in the late 1970s and early 1980s in the form of a neo-
classical free-market counterrevolution. This very different approach would ul-
timately dominate Western (and to a lesser extent developing country) theories
of economic development during the 1980s and early 1990s.

3.5 The Neoclassical Counterrevolution:
Market Fundamentalism

Challenging the Statist Model: Free Markets, Public Choice,
and Market-Friendly Approaches

In the 1980s, the political ascendancy of conservative governments in the United
States, Canada, Britain, and West Germany came with a neoclassical counter-
revolution in economic theory and policy. In developed nations, this counter-
revolution favored supply-side macroeconomic policies, rational expectations
theories, and the privatization of public corporations. In developing countries, it
called for freer markets and the dismantling of public ownership, statist
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planning, and government regulation of economic activities. Neoclassicists ob-
tained controlling votes on the boards of the world’s two most powerful inter-
national financial agencies—the World Bank and the International Monetary
Fund. In conjunction and with the simultaneous erosion of influence of organi-
zations such as the International Labor Organization (ILO), the United Nations
Development Program (UNDP), and the United Nations Conference on Trade
and Development (UNCTAD), which more fully represent the views of delegates
from developing countries, it was inevitable that the neoconservative, free-
market challenge to the interventionist arguments of dependence theorists
would gather momentum.

The central argument of the neoclassical counterrevolution is that under-
development results from poor resource allocation due to incorrect pricing
policies and too much state intervention by overly active developing-nation
governments. Rather, the leading writers of the counterrevolution school, in-
cluding Lord Peter Bauer, Deepak Lal, Ian Little, Harry Johnson, Bela Balassa,
Jagdish Bhagwati, and Anne Krueger, argued that it is this very state interven-
tion in economic activity that slows the pace of economic growth. The neoliber-
als argue that by permitting competitive free markets to flourish, privatizing
state-owned enterprises, promoting free trade and export expansion, welcom-
ing investors from developed countries, and eliminating the plethora of gov-
ernment regulations and price distortions in factor, product, and financial
markets, both economic efficiency and economic growth will be stimulated.
Contrary to the claims of the dependence theorists, the neoclassical counter-
revolutionaries argue that the developing world is underdeveloped not be-
cause of the predatory activities of the developed world and the international
agencies that it controls but rather because of the heavy hand of the state and
the corruption, inefficiency, and lack of economic incentives that permeate the
economies of developing nations. What is needed, therefore, is not a reform of
the international economic system, a restructuring of dualistic developing
economies, an increase in foreign aid, attempts to control population growth,
or a more effective development planning system. Rather, it is simply a matter
of promoting free markets and laissez-faire economics within the context of
permissive governments that allow the “magic of the marketplace” and the
“invisible hand” of market prices to guide resource allocation and stimulate
economic development. They point both to the success of economies like
South Korea, Taiwan, and Singapore as “free market” examples (although, as
we shall see later, these Asian Tigers are far from the laissez-faire neoconserv-
ative prototype) and to the failures of the public-interventionist economies of
Africa and Latin America.13

The neoclassical counterrevolution can be divided into three component ap-
proaches: the free-market approach, the public-choice (or “new political econ-
omy”) approach, and the “market-friendly” approach. Free-market analysis ar-
gues that markets alone are efficient—product markets provide the best
signals for investments in new activities; labor markets respond to these new
industries in appropriate ways; producers know best what to produce and
how to produce it efficiently; and product and factor prices reflect accurate
scarcity values of goods and resources now and in the future. Competition is
effective, if not perfect; technology is freely available and nearly costless to
absorb; information is also perfect and nearly costless to obtain. Under these
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circumstances, any government intervention in the economy is by definition
distortionary and counterproductive. Free-market development economists
have tended to assume that developing-world markets are efficient and that
whatever imperfections exist are of little consequence.

Public-choice theory, also known as the new political economy approach,
goes even further to argue that governments can do (virtually) nothing right.
This is because public-choice theory assumes that politicians, bureaucrats, cit-
izens, and states act solely from a self-interested perspective, using their
power and the authority of government for their own selfish ends. Citizens
use political influence to obtain special benefits (called “rents”) from govern-
ment policies (e.g., import licenses or rationed foreign exchange) that restrict
access to important resources. Politicians use government resources to consol-
idate and maintain positions of power and authority. Bureaucrats and public
officials use their positions to extract bribes from rent-seeking citizens and to
operate protected businesses on the side. Finally, states use their power to con-
fiscate private property from individuals. The net result is not only a misallo-
cation of resources but also a general reduction in individual freedoms. The
conclusion, therefore, is that minimal government is the best government.14

The market-friendly approach is a variant on the neoclassical counterrevolu-
tion associated principally with the 1990s writings of the World Bank and its econ-
omists, many of whom were more in the free-market and public-choice camps
during the 1980s.15 This approach recognizes that there are many imperfections in
developing-country product and factor markets and that governments do have a
key role to play in facilitating the operation of markets through “nonselective”
(market-friendly) interventions—for example, by investing in physical and social
infrastructure, health care facilities, and educational institutions and by providing
a suitable climate for private enterprise. The market-friendly approach also differs
from the free-market and public-choice schools of thought by accepting the notion
that market failures (see Chapters 4 and 11) are more widespread in developing
countries in areas such as investment coordination and environmental outcomes.
Moreover, phenomena such as missing and incomplete information, externalities
in skill creation and learning, and economies of scale in production are also en-
demic to markets in developing countries. In fact, the recognition of these last
three phenomena gives rise to newer schools of development theory, the endoge-
nous growth approach, to which we turn in Appendix 3.3 at the end of this chap-
ter, and the coordination failure approach, discussed in Chapter 4.

Traditional Neoclassical Growth Theory

Another cornerstone of the neoclassical free-market argument is the assertion
that liberalization (opening up) of national markets draws additional domes-
tic and foreign investment and thus increases the rate of capital accumulation.
In terms of GDP growth, this is equivalent to raising domestic savings rates,
which enhances capital-labor ratios and per capita incomes in capital-poor
developing countries.

The Solow neoclassical growth model in particular represented the sem-
inal contribution to the neoclassical theory of growth and later earned Robert
Solow the Nobel Prize in economics.16 It differed from the Harrod-Domar for-
mulation by adding a second factor, labor, and introducing a third independent
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variable, technology, to the growth equation. Unlike the fixed-coefficient, con-
stant-returns-to-scale assumption of the Harrod-Domar model, Solow’s neo-
classical growth model exhibited diminishing returns to labor and capital sep-
arately and constant returns to both factors jointly. Technological progress
became the residual factor explaining long-term growth, and its level was as-
sumed by Solow and other neoclassical growth theorists to be determined ex-
ogenously, that is, independently of all other factors in the model.

More formally, the standard exposition of the Solow neoclassical growth
model uses an aggregate production function in which

(3.10)

where Y is gross domestic product, K is the stock of capital (which may include
human capital as well as physical capital), L is labor, and A represents the pro-
ductivity of labor, which grows at an exogenous rate. For developed countries,
this rate has been estimated at about 2% per year. It may be smaller or larger for
developing countries, depending on whether they are stagnating or catching up
with the developed countries. Because the rate of technological progress is given
exogenously (at 2% per year, say), the Solow neoclassical model is sometimes
called an “exogenous” growth model, to be contrasted with the endogenous
growth approach (discussed in Appendix 3.3). In Equation 3.10, represents the
elasticity of output with respect to capital (the percentage increase in GDP result-
ing from a 1% increase in human and physical capital). Since is assumed to
be less than 1 and private capital is assumed to be paid its marginal product so
that there are no external economies, this formulation of neoclassical growth the-
ory yields diminishing returns both to capital and to labor. The Solow neoclassi-
cal growth model is examined in detail in Appendix 3.2.

According to traditional neoclassical growth theory, output growth results
from one or more of three factors: increases in labor quantity and quality
(through population growth and education), increases in capital (through sav-
ing and investment), and improvements in technology (see Appendix 3.1).
Closed economies (those with no external activities) with lower savings rates
(other things being equal) grow more slowly in the short run than those with
high savings rates and tend to converge to lower per capita income levels.
Open economies (those with trade, foreign investment, etc.), however, experi-
ence income convergence at higher levels as capital flows from rich countries to
poor countries where capital-labor ratios are lower and thus returns on invest-
ments are higher. Consequently, by impeding the inflow of foreign investment,
the heavy-handedness of many developing countries’ governments, according
to neoclassical growth theory, will retard growth in the economies of the devel-
oping world. In addition, openness is said to encourage greater access to for-
eign production ideas that can raise the rate of technological progress.

Conclusions and Implications

Like the dependence revolution of the 1970s, the neoclassical counterrevolu-
tion of the 1980s had its origin in an economics-cum-ideological view of the
developing world and its problems. Whereas dependence theorists (many, but
not all, of whom were economists from developing countries) saw underde-
velopment as an externally induced phenomenon, neoclassical revisionists

a

a

Y = Ka1AL21-a
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Closed economy An econ-
omy in which there are no for-
eign trade transactions or
other economic contacts with
the rest of the world.

Open economy An econ-
omy that practices foreign
trade and has extensive finan-
cial and nonfinancial contacts
with the rest of the world.



(most, but not all, of whom were Western economists) saw the problem as an
internally induced phenomenon of developing countries, caused by too much
government intervention and bad economic policies. Such finger-pointing on
both sides is not uncommon in issues so contentious as those that divide rich
and poor nations.

But what of the neoclassical counterrevolution’s contention that free mar-
kets and less government provide the basic ingredients for development? On
strictly efficiency (as opposed to equity) criteria, there can be little doubt that
market price allocation usually does a better job than state intervention. The
problem is that many developing economies are so different in structure and
organization from their Western counterparts that the behavioral assumptions
and policy precepts of traditional neoclassical theory are sometimes question-
able and often incorrect. Competitive free markets generally do not exist, nor,
given the institutional, cultural, and historical context of many developing
countries, would they necessarily be desirable from a long-term economic and
social perspective (see Chapter 11). Consumers as a whole are rarely sovereign
about what goods and services are to be produced, in what quantities, and for
whom. Information is limited, markets are fragmented, and much of the econ-
omy in low-income countries is still nonmonetized.17 There are widespread ex-
ternalities of both production and consumption as well as discontinuities in
production and indivisibilities (i.e., economies of scale) in technology. Produc-
ers, private or public, have great power in determining market prices and
quantities sold. The ideal of competition is typically just that—an ideal with little
substance in reality. Although monopolies of resource purchase and product sale
are pervasive in the developing world, the traditional neoclassical theory of mo-
nopoly also offers little insight into the day-to-day activities of public and private
corporations. Decision rules can vary widely with the social setting, so that profit
maximization may be a low-priority objective, especially in state-owned enter-
prises, in comparison with, say, the creation of jobs or the replacement of foreign
managers with local personnel. Finally, the invisible hand often acts not to pro-
mote the general welfare but rather to lift up those who are already well-off
while failing to offer opportunities for upward mobility for the vast majority.

Much can be learned from neoclassical theory with regard to the impor-
tance of elementary supply-and-demand analysis in arriving at “correct” prod-
uct, factor, and foreign-exchange prices for efficient production and resource
allocation. However, enlightened governments can also make effective use of
prices as signals and incentives for influencing socially optimal resource alloca-
tions. Indeed, we will often demonstrate the usefulness of various tools of neo-
classical theory in our later analysis of problems such as population growth,
agricultural stagnation, unemployment and underemployment, child labor,
educational demands, the environment, export promotion versus import sub-
stitution, devaluation, project planning, monetary policy, and economic priva-
tization. Nevertheless, the reality of the institutional and political structure of
many developing-world economies—not to mention their differing value sys-
tems and ideologies—often makes the attainment of appropriate economic
policies based either on markets or on enlightened public intervention an ex-
ceedingly difficult endeavor. In an environment of widespread institutional
rigidity and severe socioeconomic inequality, both markets and governments
will typically fail. It is not simply an either-or question based on ideological
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leaning; rather it is a matter of assessing each individual country’s situation on
a case-by-case basis. Developing nations need to adopt local solutions in re-
sponse to local constraints.18 Development economists must therefore be able
to distinguish between textbook neoclassical theory and the institutional and
political reality of contemporary developing countries.19 They can then choose
the traditional neoclassical concepts and models that can best illuminate issues
and dilemmas of development and discard those that cannot. This will be our
task in Parts Two and Three.

3.6 Classic Theories of Development:
Reconciling the Differences

In this chapter, we have reviewed a range of competing theories and approaches
to the study of economic development. Each approach has its strengths and
weaknesses. The fact that there exists such controversy—be it ideological, theo-
retical, or empirical—is what makes the study of economic development both
challenging and exciting. Even more than other fields of economics, develop-
ment economics has no universally accepted doctrine or paradigm. Instead, we
have a continually evolving pattern of insights and understandings that to-
gether provide the basis for examining the possibilities of contemporary devel-
opment of the diverse nations of Africa, Asia, and Latin America.

You may wonder how consensus could emerge from so much disagree-
ment. Although it is not implied here that such a consensus exists today or
will ever emerge when such sharply conflicting values and ideologies prevail,
we do suggest that something of significance can be gleaned from each of the
four approaches that we have described. For example, the linear-stages model
emphasizes the crucial role that saving and investment play in promoting sus-
tainable long-run growth. The Lewis two-sector model of structural change
underlines the importance of transfers of resources from low-productivity to
high-productivity activities in the process of economic development, attempt-
ing to analyze the many linkages between traditional agriculture and modern
industry, and clarifying recent growth experiences such as that of China. The
empirical research of Chenery and his associates seeks to document precisely
how economies undergo structural change while identifying the numerical
values of key economic parameters involved in that process. The thoughts of
international-dependence theorists alert us to the importance of the structure
and workings of the world economy and the many ways in which decisions
made in the developed world can affect the lives of millions of people in the
developing world. Whether or not these activities are deliberately designed to
maintain developing nations in a state of dependence is often beside the point.
The very fact of their dependence and their vulnerability to key economic de-
cisions made in the capitals of North America, western Europe, or Japan (not
to mention those made by the IMF and the World Bank) forces us to recognize
the importance of some of the insights of the international-dependence school.
The same applies to arguments regarding the dualistic structures and the role
of ruling elites in the domestic economies of the developing world.

Although a good deal of conventional neoclassical economic theory needs to
be modified to fit the unique social, institutional, and structural circumstances
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of developing nations, there is no doubt that promoting efficient production and
distribution through a proper, functioning price system is an integral part of any
successful development process. Many of the arguments of the neoclassical
counterrevolutionaries, especially those related to the inefficiency of state-
owned enterprises and the failures of development planning (see Chapter 11)
and the harmful effects of government-induced domestic and international
price distortions (see Chapters 7, 12, and 15) are as well taken as those of the de-
pendence and structuralist schools. By contrast, the unquestioning exaltation of
free markets and open economies along with the universal disparagement of
public-sector leadership in promoting growth with equity in the developing
world is open to serious challenge. As the chapters in Parts Two and Three re-
veal, successful development requires a skillful and judicious balancing of mar-
ket pricing and promotion where markets can exist and operate efficiently,
along with intelligent and equity-oriented government intervention in areas
where unfettered market forces would lead to undesirable economic and social
outcomes. Great strides have been made in modern development economic
analysis in clarifying the logic of how well-formulated government policy can
facilitate the development of markets and shared growth, as will be explained in
Chapter 4.

In summary, each of the approaches to understanding development has
something to offer. Their respective contributions will become clear later in
the book when we explore in detail both the origins of and possible solutions
to a wide range of problems such as poverty, population growth, unemploy-
ment, rural development, international trade, and the environment. They also
inform contemporary models of development and underdevelopment, to
which we turn in the next chapter.
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Case Study 3

Schools of Thought in Context:
South Korea and Argentina

Acloser examination of two countries confirms
the conclusion that each of the first four broad

approaches to development—stages of growth,
structural patterns of development, dependence, and
neoclassical—provides important insights about de-
velopment processes and policy. South Korea and
Argentina are reasonably well matched for such a
comparison; for example, both are midsize in popu-
lation (40 million in Argentina and 49 million in
South Korea in 2008), and both were long classified
as middle-income countries. But South Korea, now
designated by the World Bank as a high-income
country with about $28,000 PPP in 2008, has double
the per capita income of Argentina, with about
$14,000 PPP in 2008, whereas 30 years earlier the re-
verse was true. Can the four classic approaches to
development explain this reversal?

South Korea
Stages of Growth South Korea confirms some

linear-stages views, albeit in a limited way. In re-
cent years, its share of investment in national in-
come has been among the highest in the world, and
this is a crucial part of the explanation of the na-
tion’s rapid ascent. To understand just how rapid
this ascent has been, consider that the country did
not even rate a mention in Rostow’s Stages of Eco-
nomic Growth in 1960, when the book was pub-
lished, and few of the “preconditions for takeoff”
were in place. Investment has been very high since
then, but as a share of GNI, the investment ratio, at
15%, was still below takeoff levels in 1965. Yet it
rose dramatically to 37% of GNI by 1990 and re-
mained close to 40% in the 2000–2007 period. Still,
South Korea does seem to epitomize Rostow’s no-
tion of an economy in the midst of a “drive to matu-

rity,” is well on its way toward mastering the range
of currently available technologies, and appears to
be entering an “age of high mass consumption.”

Rostow claimed that maturity is attained some
60 years after takeoff begins, but he never denied
unique experiences for each country, and it may
well be that the gap between traditional and ad-
vanced technology can actually be crossed more
quickly at later stages of development. The larger
the productivity gap between countries, the quicker
income can grow once takeoff has been achieved.
South Korea certainly meets the “maturity” crite-
rion of becoming integrated with the world econ-
omy through new types of exports and imports. Al-
though the fact that India, rather than South Korea,
was picked by Rostow for takeoff shows the limits
of the predictive powers of the stages theory, the
case of South Korea nonetheless offers some confir-
mation of their value.

Structural Patterns South Korea also confirms
some patterns-of-development structural-change
models. In particular, South Korea’s rise over the
past generation has been characterized by rapidly
increasing agricultural productivity, shifts of labor
from agriculture to industry, the steady growth of
the capital stock and of education and skills, and
the demographic transition from high to low fertil-
ity. These changes occurred while South Korea’s per
capita income grew by more than 7% annually for
the whole 1965–1990 period. Even in the 1990–2002
period, as a more mature economy and in the face
of the Asian financial crisis of 1997–1998, the econ-
omy grew at a 5.8% rate. In the late 1940s and 1950s,
South Korea carried out a thoroughgoing land re-
form, so agriculture was not neglected; but other-
wise its growth through rapid expansion of the



percentage of the labor force in industry has
broadly conformed with the Lewis model of devel-
opment. After about 1970, productivity growth in
agriculture also increased rapidly, owing in part to
a successful integrated rural development program.

Dependence Revolution But South Korea poses
a serious challenge to the dependence revolution
models. Here is a poor country that became tied in
with the international economy: It was strongly de-
pendent in international relations—it was a Japan-
ese colony until 1945 and thereafter wholly depend-
ent on maintaining the goodwill of the United
States for defense against invasion by North Korea.
It received a large part of its national budget in the
form of U.S. aid in the 1950s and both exported and
imported a great deal from developed countries, es-
pecially the United States and Japan. The shape of
the nation’s development was thus “conditioned”
in large part by export opportunities to developed
countries, and dependence theory would predict
that retarded development opportunities should re-
sult. Yet South Korea today is an OECD member
and is widely considered a candidate for devel-
oped-country status (its income is comparable to
that of Greece and Portugal). Of course, depend-
ence theorists could and do claim that South Korea
is an exception because of the magnitude of aid it
received and the self-interests of the advanced
countries in seeing its full successful development
because of its role as a bulwark against commu-
nism. And the Korean government pursued some
particular policies that the dependence school
would by and large applaud, including carrying
out an extremely active industrial upgrading policy,
sharply limiting the role of multinational corpora-
tions and deliberately establishing indigenous in-
dustries as an alternative, and using debt rather
than direct foreign equity investment to finance ex-
traordinary levels of investment. South Korea also
implemented one of the most ambitious land re-
form programs in the developing world and placed
strong emphasis on primary rather than university
education, two policies of exceptional importance.
But this does not explain how South Korea was able
to adopt such policies to break out of dependence
in the first place. And when too many exceptions
start to be made in any theory, it usually indicates
that the theory doesn’t reflect the whole truth.

Neoclassical Counterrevolution South Korea like-
wise poses a strong challenge to the neoclassical
counterrevolution models. The nation was highly in-
terventionist at home and in international trade, with
the government making extensive use of develop-
ment planning, using a wide range of tax breaks and
incentives to induce firms to follow government di-
rectives and interventions, setting individual com-
pany export targets, orchestrating efforts in various
industries to upgrade the average technological level,
coordinating foreign technology licensing agree-
ments, using monopoly power to get the best deal
from competing multinationals, and generally induc-
ing firms to move rapidly up the ladder of (dynamic)
comparative advantage (see Chapter 12). These poli-
cies addressed real technology and skill-raising mar-
ket failure problems of development, and at least
prior to the 1997 Asian currency crisis, from which
Korea quickly recovered, very few cases of glaring
government failure can be pointed to in this experi-
ence. Of course, it does confirm that firms respond to
economic incentives. But it may also be claimed with
at least equal force that South Korea provides an ob-
ject lesson in government’s role in overcoming coor-
dination failures, as examined in Chapter 4.

Argentina
In contrast, for Argentina, stages and patterns theo-
ries illuminate relatively little economic history,
whereas the dependence revolution and neoclassi-
cal counterrevolution theories together offer impor-
tant insights.

Stages of Growth The history of Argentina
poses a strong challenge to the linear-stages ap-
proach. Rostow defined takeoff as “the interval
when the old blocks and resistances to steady
growth are finally overcome. . . . Growth becomes its
normal condition.” In 1870, Argentina ranked
eleventh in the world in per capita income (ahead of
Germany); today, it is not even in the top 50. Al-
though Rostow said that in determining a country’s
stage, technology absorption, not income per inhab-
itant, is what matters, he dated Argentina’s precon-
ditions for takeoff as an extended period before 1914
and concluded that takeoff “in some sense” began in
the First World War, but “in the mid 1930s . . . a sus-
tained take-off was inaugurated, which by and large
can now [1960] be judged to have been successful,”
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concluding that “in Latin America the take-off has
been completed in two major cases (Mexico and Ar-
gentina).” Rostow attributes the fact that precondi-
tions were there for some time before takeoff to ex-
cessive import of foreign capital over too long a
period without increasing domestic savings. (But
South Korea was also a heavy foreign borrower un-
til recently.) Argentina certainly met Rostow’s crite-
rion of developing manufacturing sectors at a rapid
rate.

But now let’s look at what happened in Argentina
since Rostow put the country forward as an exam-
ple. According to World Bank data, Argentina had a
negative growth rate throughout the 1965–1990 pe-
riod, and in the 1980s, domestic investment shrank at
a -8.3% rate, falling back well below Rostow’s
threshold takeoff investment levels. Although Ar-
gentina grew at 3.6% in 1990–2001, it defaulted on its
debt in 2002, and the economy shrank 11%, followed
by a modest recovery. Argentina’s share of invest-
ment in GDP from 2000 to 2007 has been 17%, well
under half that of South Korea. Like many other
Latin American and African countries in the 1970s
and 1980s, Argentina demonstrated that develop-
ment progress is not irreversible and that sustained
growth can come to an end.

Structural Patterns Argentina did exhibit many
of the usual structural patterns of development as
agricultural productivity rose, industrial employ-
ment grew (albeit slowly), urbanization took place,
fertility fell, and so on. But the fact that many struc-
tural regularities of development were observed
even as living standards in the country stagnated il-
lustrates some of the shortcomings of relying too
much on selected pieces of data without the assis-
tance of guiding theory on how the parts fit to-
gether.

Dependence Revolution In contrast to South
Korea, the case of Argentina offers some vindica-
tion for dependence theories in that the country
relied to a large extent on exporting primary
goods, and the real prices of these goods fell com-
pared to imports. Multinational corporations
played a large role, and Argentina was unable to
create its own viable manufacturing export indus-
tries, ultimately having to submit to stringent
structural-adjustment programs, sell state indus-
tries to foreign companies, and other constraints.

Dependence theorists can claim with some justifi-
cation that Argentina’s conditioned development
fell victim to developed-country economic inter-
ests, especially those of British and American cor-
porations.

Neoclassical Counterrevolution But Argentina
also offers some vindication for neoclassical coun-
terrevolution theory in that faulty interventionist
restrictions, inefficient state enterprise, bias
against production for exports, and unnecessary
red tape ended up hurting industry and entrepre-
neurship. Government policy consistently seemed
to support privileged interests rather than broad
goals of development, and government failure
was usually worse than market failure in the coun-
try. In the mid-1990s, a large-scale liberalization
and privatization program seemed to be begin-
ning to reinvigorate growth in Argentina. Unfortu-
nately, by 2002, four years of recession culminated
in economic implosion as the economy collapsed
under the weight of rising internal fiscal and ex-
ternal trade deficits, caused in part by the linking
of the peso to a strong U.S. dollar. Dependence
theorists claimed vindication. The recovery and
relatively rapid growth from 2004 to 2008 (before
the recession that hit the country after the global
crisis), despite Argentina’s debt default, showed
that single explanations for development success
and failure are rarely adequate.

Summary
It is interesting that as South Korea provides a chal-
lenge to both dependence and neoclassical theory—
the starkest opposites in many ways—Argentina
can be viewed more as a vindication for these two
theories. And whereas South Korea serves more to
confirm linear stages of growth and conclusions
about structural patterns of development, Argentina
poses challenges to their universal importance. Yet
each of these four approaches has added something
vital to our understanding of development experi-
ences and prospects in just these two countries. South
Korea also illustrates the role of government in over-
coming coordination failures, while Argentina illus-
trates how government can become part of a bad
equilibrium, topics explored in depth in the next
chapter. ■
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Concepts for Review

Autarky
Average product
Capital-labor ratio
Capital-output ratio
Center
Closed economy
Comprador groups
Dependence
Dominance
Dualism
False-paradigm model
Free market
Free-market analysis

Harrod-Domar growth model
Lewis two-sector model
Marginal product
Market failure
Market-friendly approach
Necessary condition
Neoclassical counterrevolution
Neocolonial dependence model
Net savings ratio
New political economy 

approach
Open economy
Patterns-of-development analysis

Periphery
Production function
Public-choice theory
Self-sustaining growth
Solow neoclassical growth

model
Stages-of-growth model of devel-

opment
Structural-change theory
Structural transformation
Sufficient condition
Surplus labor
Underdevelopment

Questions for Discussion

1. Explain the essential distinctions among the
stages-of-growth theory of development, the
structural-change models of Lewis and Chenery,
and the theory of international dependence in
both its neo-Marxist and false-paradigm concep-
tualizations. Which model do you think provides
the best explanation of the situation in most de-
veloping nations? Explain your answer.

2. Explain the meaning of dualism and dual societies.
Do you think that the concept of dualism ade-

quately portrays the development picture in most
developing countries? Explain your answer.

3. Some people claim that international dualism and
domestic dualism are merely different manifesta-
tions of the same phenomenon. What do you
think they mean by this, and is it a valid conceptu-
alization? Explain your answer.

4. What is meant by the term neoclassical counterrevo-
lution? What are its principal arguments, and how
valid do you think they are? Explain your answer.
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Appendix 3.1

Components of Economic Growth

Three components of economic growth are of prime importance:

1. Capital accumulation, including all new investments in land, physical
equipment, and human resources through improvements in health, edu-
cation, and job skills

2. Growth in population and hence eventual growth in the labor force

3. Technological progress—new ways of accomplishing tasks

In this appendix, we look briefly at each.

Capital Accumulation

Capital accumulation results when some proportion of present income is
saved and invested in order to augment future output and income. New facto-
ries, machinery, equipment, and materials increase the physical capital stock
of a nation (the total net real value of all physically productive capital goods)
and make it possible for expanded output levels to be achieved. These directly
productive investments are supplemented by investments in what is known
as social and economic infrastructure—roads, electricity, water and sanita-
tion, communications, and the like—which facilitates and integrates economic
activities. For example, investment by a farmer in a new tractor may increase
the total output of the crops he can produce, but without adequate transport
facilities to get this extra product to local commercial markets, his investment
may not add anything to national food production.

There are less direct ways to invest in a nation’s resources. The installation
of irrigation systems may improve the quality of a nation’s agricultural land
by raising productivity per hectare. If 100 hectares of irrigated land can pro-
duce the same output as 200 hectares of nonirrigated land using the same
other inputs, the installation of such irrigation is the equivalent of doubling
the quantity of nonirrigated land. Use of chemical fertilizers and the control of
insects with pesticides may have equally beneficial effects in raising the pro-
ductivity of existing farmland. All these forms of investment are ways of im-
proving the quality of existing land resources. Their effect in raising the total
stock of productive land is, for all practical purposes, indistinguishable from
the simple clearing of hitherto unused arable land.

Similarly, investment in human resources can improve its quality and
thereby have the same or even a more powerful effect on production as an in-
crease in human numbers. Formal schooling, vocational and on-the-job train-
ing programs, and adult and other types of informal education may all be
made more effective in augmenting human skills as a result of direct invest-
ments in buildings, equipment, and materials (e.g., books, film projectors, per-
sonal computers, science equipment, vocational tools, and machinery such as
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lathes and grinders). The advanced and relevant training of teachers, as well
as good textbooks in economics, may make an enormous difference in the
quality, leadership, and productivity of a given labor force. Improved health
can also significantly boost productivity. The concept of investment in human
resources and the creation of human capital is therefore analogous to that of
improving the quality and thus the productivity of existing land resources
through strategic investments.

All of these phenomena and many others are forms of investment that lead
to capital accumulation. Capital accumulation may add new resources (e.g.,
the clearing of unused land) or upgrade the quality of existing resources (e.g.,
irrigation), but its essential feature is that it involves a trade-off between pres-
ent and future consumption—giving up a little now so that more can be had
later, such as giving up current income to stay in school.

Population and Labor Force Growth

Population growth, and the associated eventual increase in the labor force, has
traditionally been considered a positive factor in stimulating economic growth.
A larger labor force means more productive workers, and a large overall popula-
tion increases the potential size of domestic markets. However, it is questionable
whether rapidly growing supplies of workers in developing countries with a
surplus of labor exert a positive or a negative influence on economic progress
(see Chapter 6 for an in-depth discussion of the pros and cons of population
growth for economic development). Obviously, it will depend on the ability of
the economic system to absorb and productively employ these added workers—
an ability largely associated with the rate and kind of capital accumulation and
the availability of related factors, such as managerial and administrative skills.

Given an initial understanding of these first two fundamental components
of economic growth and disregarding for a moment the third (technology), let
us see how they interact via the production possibility curve to expand soci-
ety’s potential total output of all goods. For a given technology and a given
amount of physical and human resources, the production possibility curve por-
trays the maximum attainable output combinations of any two commodities—
say, rice and radios—when all resources are fully and efficiently employed.
Figure A3.1.1 shows two production possibility curves for rice and radios.

Initial possibilities for the production of rice and radios are shown by the
curve PP. Now suppose that without any change in technology, the quantity
of physical and human resources were to double as a result of either invest-
ments that improved the quality of the existing resources or investment in
new resources—land, capital, and, in the case of larger families, labor. Figure
A3.1.1 shows that this doubling of total resources will cause the entire produc-
tion possibility curve to shift uniformly outward from PP to . More radios
and more rice can now be produced.

Because these are assumed to be the only two goods produced by this
economy, it follows that the gross domestic product (the total value of all
goods and services produced) will be higher than before. In other words, the
process of economic growth is under way.

Note that even if the country in question is operating with underutilized
physical and human resources as at point X in Figure A3.1.1, a growth of pro-
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ductive resources can result in a higher total output combination as at point
, even though there may still be widespread unemployment and underuti-

lized or idle capital and land. But note also that there is nothing deterministic
about resource growth leading to higher output growth. This is not an eco-
nomic law, as attested by the poor growth record of many contemporary de-
veloping countries. Nor is resource growth even a necessary condition for
short-run economic growth because the better utilization of idle existing re-
sources can raise output levels substantially, as portrayed in the movement
from X to in Figure A3.1.1. Nevertheless, in the long run, the improvement
and upgrading of the quality of existing resources and new investments de-
signed to expand the quantity of these resources are principal means of accel-
erating the growth of national output.

Now, instead of assuming the proportionate growth of all factors of pro-
duction, let us assume that, say, only capital or only land is increased in
quality and quantity. Figure A3.1.2 shows that if radio manufacturing is a rela-
tively large user of capital equipment and rice production is a relatively land-
intensive process, the shifts in society’s production possibility curve will be
more pronounced for radios when capital grows rapidly (Figure A3.1.2a) and
for rice when the growth is in land quantity or quality (Figure A3.1.2b). How-
ever, because under normal conditions both products will require the use of
both factors as productive inputs, albeit in different combinations, the pro-
duction possibility curve still shifts slightly outward along the rice axis in
Figure A3.1.2a when only capital is increased and along the radio axis in
Figure A3.1.2b when only the quantity or quality of land resources is ex-
panded.

Technological Progress

It is now time to consider the third, and to many economists the most impor-
tant, source of economic growth, technological progress. In its simplest form,
technological progress results from new and improved ways of accomplishing

X ¿

X ¿
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traditional tasks such as growing crops, making clothing, or building a house.
There are three basic classifications of technological progress: neutral, labor-
saving, and capital-saving.

Neutral technological progress occurs when higher output levels are
achieved with the same quantity and combinations of factor inputs. Simple in-
novations like those that arise from the division of labor can result in higher
total output levels and greater consumption for all individuals. In terms of
production possibility analysis, a neutral technological change that, say, dou-
bles total output is conceptually equivalent to a doubling of all productive in-
puts. The outward-shifting production possibility curve of Figure A3.1.1 could
therefore also be a diagrammatic representation of neutral technological
progress.

By contrast, technological progress may result in savings of either labor or
capital (i.e., higher levels of output can be achieved with the same quantity of
labor or capital inputs). Computers, the Internet, automated looms, high-
speed electric drills, tractors, mechanical ploughs—these and many other
kinds of modern machinery and equipment can be classified as products of
laborsaving technological progress. Technological progress since the late
nineteenth century has consisted largely of rapid advances in laborsaving
technologies for producing everything from beans to bicycles to bridges.

Capital-saving technological progress is a much rarer phenomenon. But
this is primarily because almost all of the world’s scientific and technological
research is conducted in developed countries, where the mandate is to save la-
bor, not capital. In the labor-abundant (capital-scarce) developing countries,
however, capital-saving technological progress is what is needed most. Such
progress results in more efficient (lower-cost) labor-intensive methods of
production—for example, hand- or rotary-powered weeders and threshers,
foot-operated bellows pumps, and back-mounted mechanical sprayers for
small-scale agriculture. The indigenous development of low-cost, efficient,
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labor-intensive (capital-saving) techniques of production is one of the essen-
tial ingredients in any long-run employment-oriented development strategy
(see Appendix 5.1).

Technological progress may also be labor- or capital-augmenting. Labor-
augmenting technological progress occurs when the quality or skills of the
labor force are upgraded—for example, by the use of videotapes, televisions,
and other electronic communications media for classroom instruction. Simi-
larly, capital-augmenting technological progress results in the more produc-
tive use of existing capital goods—for example, the substitution of steel for
wooden plows in agricultural production.

We can use our production possibility curve for rice and radios to examine
two very specific examples of technological progress as it relates to output
growth in developing countries. In the 1960s, agricultural scientists at the In-
ternational Rice Research Institute in the Philippines developed a new and
highly productive hybrid rice seed, known as IR-8, or “miracle rice.” These
new seeds, along with later further scientific improvements, enabled some
rice farmers in parts of South and Southeast Asia to double or triple their
yields in a matter of a few years. In effect, this technological progress was
“embodied” in the new rice seeds (one could also say it was “land-augment-
ing”), which permitted higher output levels to be achieved with essentially
the same complementary inputs (although more fertilizer and pesticides were
recommended). In terms of our production possibility analysis, the higher-
yielding varieties of hybrid rice could be depicted, as in Figure A3.1.3, by an
outward shift of the curve along the rice axis with the intercept on the radio
axis remaining essentially unchanged (i.e., the new rice seeds could not be di-
rectly used to increase radio production).

In terms of the technology of radio production, the invention of transis-
tors has probably had as significant an impact on communications as the de-
velopment of the steam engine had on transportation. Even in the remotest
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parts of Africa, Asia, and Latin America, the transistor radio has become a
prized possession. The introduction of the transistor, by obviating the need
for complicated, unwieldy, and fragile tubes, led to an enormous growth of
radio production. The production process became less complicated, and
workers were able to increase their total productivity significantly. Figure
A3.1.4 shows that as in the case of higher-yielding rice seeds, the technology
of the transistor can be said to have caused the production possibility curve
to rotate outward along the vertical axis. For the most part, the rice axis inter-
cept remains unchanged (although perhaps the ability of rice paddy workers
to listen to music on their transistor radio while working may have made
them more productive!).

Conclusion

The sources of economic progress can be traced to a variety of factors, but by
and large, investments that improve the quality of existing physical and hu-
man resources, increase the quantity of these same productive resources, and
raise the productivity of all or specific resources through invention, innova-
tion, and technological progress have been and will continue to be primary
factors in stimulating economic growth in any society. The production possi-
bility framework conveniently allows us to analyze the production choices
open to an economy, to understand the output and opportunity cost implica-
tions of idle or underutilized resources, and to portray the effects on eco-
nomic growth of increased resource supplies and improved technologies of
production.
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Appendix 3.2

The Solow Neoclassical Growth Model

The Solow neoclassical growth model, for which Robert Solow of the Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology received the Nobel Prize, is probably the best-
known model of economic growth.1 Although in some respects Solow’s model
describes a developed economy better than a developing one, it remains a ba-
sic reference point for the literature on growth and development. It implies
that economies will conditionally converge to the same level of income if they
have the same rates of savings, depreciation, labor force growth, and produc-
tivity growth. Thus the Solow model is the basic framework for the study of
convergence across countries (see Chapter 2). In this appendix, we consider
this model in further detail.

The key modification from the Harrod-Domar (or AK) growth model, con-
sidered in this chapter, is that the Solow model allows for substitution be-
tween capital and labor. In the process, it assumes that there are diminishing
returns to the use of these inputs.

The aggregate production function, Y = F(K, L) is assumed characterized
by constant returns to scale. For example, in the special case known as the
Cobb-Douglas production function, at any time t we have

(A3.2.1)

where Y is gross domestic product, K is the stock of capital (which may in-
clude human capital as well as physical capital), L is labor, and A(t) represents
the productivity of labor, which grows over time at an exogenous rate.

Because of constant returns to scale, if all inputs are increased by the same
amount, say 10%, then output will increase by the same amount (10% in this
case). More generally,

where g is some positive amount (1.1 in the case of a 10% increase).
Because g can be any positive real number, a mathematical trick useful in

analyzing the implications of the model is to set g = 1/L so that

or (A3.2.2)

Lowercase variables are expressed in per-worker terms in these equations. The
concave shape of ƒ(k)—that is, increasing at a decreasing rate—reflects dimin-
ishing returns to capital per worker, as can be seen in Figure A3.2.1.2 In the
Harrod-Domar model, this would instead be a straight, upward-sloping line.

This simplification allows us to deal with just one argument in the produc-
tion function. For example, in the Cobb-Douglas case introduced in Equation
A3.2.1,

(A3.2.3)

This represents an alternative way to think about a production function, in
which everything is measured in quantities per worker. Equation A3.2.3 states

y = Aka

y = ƒ1k2Y/L = ƒ1K/L, 12

gY = F1gK, gL2

Y1t2 = K1t2a1A1t2L1t221-a
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that output per worker is a function that depends on the amount of capital per
worker. The more capital with which each worker has to work, the more out-
put that worker can produce. The labor force grows at rate n per year, say, and
labor productivity growth, the rate at which the value of A in the production
function increases, occurs at rate l. The total capital stock grows when savings
are greater than depreciation, but capital per worker grows when savings are
also greater than what is needed to equip new workers with the same amount
of capital as existing workers have.

The Solow equation (Equation A3.2.4) gives the growth of the capital-labor
ratio, k (known as capital deepening), and shows that the growth of k depends
on savings sf(k), after allowing for the amount of capital required to service
depreciation, dk, and after capital widening, that is, providing the existing
amount of capital per worker to net new workers joining the labor force, nk.
That is,

(A3.2.4)

Versions of the Solow equation are also valid for other growth models, such as
the Harrod-Domar model.

For simplicity, we are assuming for now that A remains constant. In this
case, there will be a state in which output and capital per worker are no longer
changing, known as the steady state. (If A is increasing, the corresponding
state will be one in which capital per effective worker is no longer changing.
In that case, the number of effective workers rises as A rises; this is because
when workers have higher productivity, it is as if there were extra workers on
the job.) To find this steady state, set k = 0:

(A3.2.5)

The notation k* means the level of capital per worker when the economy is in
its steady state. That this equilibrium is stable can be seen from Figure A3.2.1.3

sƒ1k *2 = 1d + n2k *

¢

¢k = sf1k2 - 1d + n2k
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The capital per worker k* represents the steady state. If k is higher or lower
than k*, the economy will return to it; thus k* is a stable equilibrium. This sta-
bility is seen in the diagram by noting that to the left of k*, k 6 k*. Looking at
the diagram, we see that in this case, (n + d)k 6 sf(k). But now looking at the
Solow equation (Equation A3.2.4), we see that when (n + d)k 6 sf(k), k 7 0. As
a result, k in the economy is growing toward the equilibrium point k*. By sim-
ilar reasoning to the right of k*, (n + d)k 7 sf(k), and as a result, k 6 0 (again
refer to Equation A3.2.4), and capital per worker is actually shrinking toward
the equilibrium k*.4 Note that in the Harrod-Domar model, sf(k) would be a
straight line, and provided that it was above the (n + d)k line, growth in capital
per worker—and output per worker—would continue indefinitely.

It is instructive to consider what happens in the Solow neoclassical growth
model if we increase the rate of savings, s. A temporary increase in the rate of
output growth is realized as we increase k by raising the rate of savings. We re-
turn to the original steady-state growth rate later, though at a higher level of
output per worker in each later year. The key implication is that unlike in the
Harrod-Domar (AK) analysis, in the Solow model an increase in s will not in-
crease growth in the long run; it will only increase the equilibrium k*. That is,
after the economy has time to adjust, the capital-labor ratio increases, and so
does the output-labor ratio, but not the rate of growth. The effect is shown in
Figure A3.2.2, in which savings is raised to s . In contrast, in the Harrod-
Domar model, an increase in s raises the growth rate. (This is because in the
Harrod-Domar model sf(k) becomes a straight line from the origin that does
not cross (n + d)k; and so, as we assume that sf(k) lies above (n + d)k, growth
continues at the now higher Harrod-Domar rate—a result that was repre-
sented, for example, in the comparison of Equations 3.8 and 3.9.)

Note carefully that in the Solow model, an increase in s does raise equilib-
rium output per person—which is certainly a valuable contribution to devel-
opment—just not the equilibrium rate of growth. And the growth rate does

¿
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¢
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increase temporarily as the economy kicks up toward the higher equilibrium
capital per worker. Moreover, simulations based on cross-national data sug-
gest that if s is increased, the economy may not return even halfway to its
steady state for decades.5 That is, for practical purposes of policymaking in
developing countries, even if the Solow model is an accurate depiction of the
economy, an increase in savings may substantially increase the growth rate for
many decades to come. (Both theoretically and empirically, the link between
the rate of savings and the rate of growth remains controversial.)

Finally, it is possible that the rate of savings (and hence investment) is pos-
itively related to the rate of technological progress itself, so that the growth of
A depends on s. This could be the case if investment uses newer-vintage capi-
tal and hence is more productive, if investment represents innovation in that it
solves problems faced by the firm, and if other firms see what the investing
firm has done and imitate it (“learning by watching”), generating externali-
ties. This leads to a model between the standard Solow model and the endoge-
nous growth models such as the one examined in Appendix 3.3.
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Yongbeom Kim, and Stephen C. Smith, “Invest-
ment, exports, and output in South Korea: A VAR
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Appendix 3.3

Endogenous Growth Theory

Motivation for Endogenous Growth Theory

The mixed performance of neoclassical theories in illuminating the sources of
long-term economic growth has led to dissatisfaction with traditional growth
theory. In fact, according to traditional theory, there is no intrinsic characteris-
tic of economies that causes them to grow over extended periods of time. The
literature is instead concerned with the dynamic process through which capital-
labor ratios approach long-run equilibrium levels. In the absence of external
“shocks” or technological change, which is not explained in the neoclassical
model, all economies will converge to zero growth. Hence rising per capita
GNI is considered a temporary phenomenon resulting from a change in tech-
nology or a short-term equilibrating process in which an economy approaches
its long-run equilibrium.

Any increases in GNI that cannot be attributed to short-term adjustments
in stocks of either labor or capital are ascribed to a third category, commonly
referred to as the Solow residual. This residual is responsible for roughly 50%
of historical growth in the industrialized nations.1 In a rather ad hoc manner,
neoclassical theory credits the bulk of economic growth to an exogenous or
completely independent process of technological progress. Though intuitively
plausible, this approach has at least two insurmountable drawbacks. First, us-
ing the neoclassical framework, it is impossible to analyze the determinants of
technological advance because it is completely independent of the decisions of
economic agents. And second, the theory fails to explain large differences in
residuals across countries with similar technologies.

According to neoclassical theory, the low capital-labor ratios of developing
countries promise exceptionally high rates of return on investment. The free-
market reforms impressed on highly indebted countries by the World Bank
and the International Monetary Fund should therefore have prompted higher
investment, rising productivity, and improved standards of living. Yet even af-
ter the prescribed liberalization of trade and domestic markets, many develop-
ing countries experienced little or no growth and failed to attract new foreign
investment or to halt the flight of domestic capital. The frequently anomalous
behavior of developing-world capital flows (from poor to rich nations) helped
provide the impetus for the development of the concept of endogenous
growth theory or, more simply, the new growth theory.

The new growth theory provides a theoretical framework for analyzing
endogenous growth, persistent GNI growth that is determined by the system
governing the production process rather than by forces outside that system. In
contrast to traditional neoclassical theory, these models hold GNI growth to be a
natural consequence of long-run equilibrium. The principal motivations of the
new growth theory are to explain both growth rate differentials across countries
and a greater proportion of the growth observed. More succinctly, endogenous
growth theorists seek to explain the factors that determine the size of , the ratel
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Solow residual The propor-
tion of long-term economic
growth not explained by
growth in labor or capital and
therefore assigned primarily
to exogenous technological
change.

Endogenous growth theory
(new growth theory)
Economic growth generated
by factors within the produc-
tion process (e.g., increasing
returns or induced technolog-
ical change) that are studied
as part of a growth model.



of growth of GDP that is left unexplained and exogenously determined in the
Solow neoclassical growth equation (i.e., the Solow residual).

Models of endogenous growth bear some structural resemblance to their
neoclassical counterparts, but they differ considerably in their underlying
assumptions and the conclusions drawn. The most significant theoretical differ-
ences stem from discarding the neoclassical assumption of diminishing mar-
ginal returns to capital investments, permitting increasing returns to scale in
aggregate production, and frequently focusing on the role of externalities in de-
termining the rate of return on capital investments.2 By assuming that public and
private investments in human capital generate external economies and produc-
tivity improvements that offset the natural tendency for diminishing returns, en-
dogenous growth theory seeks to explain the existence of increasing returns to
scale and the divergent long-term growth patterns among countries. And
whereas technology still plays an important role in these models, exogenous
changes in technology are no longer necessary to explain long-run growth.

A useful way to contrast the new (endogenous) growth theory with tradi-
tional neoclassical theory is to recognize that many endogenous growth theo-
ries can be expressed by the simple equation Y = AK, as in the Harrod-Domar
model. In this formulation, A is intended to represent any factor that affects
technology, and K again includes both physical and human capital. But notice
that there are no diminishing returns to capital in this formula, and the possi-
bility exists that investments in physical and human capital can generate ex-
ternal economies and productivity improvements that exceed private gains by
an amount sufficient to offset diminishing returns. The net result is sustained
long-term growth—an outcome prohibited by traditional neoclassical growth
theory. Thus even though the new growth theory reemphasizes the impor-
tance of savings and human capital investments for achieving rapid growth, it
also leads to several implications for growth that are in direct conflict with tra-
ditional theory. First, there is no force leading to the equilibration of growth
rates across closed economies; national growth rates remain constant and
differ across countries, depending on national savings rates and technology
levels. Furthermore, there is no tendency for per capita income levels in capi-
tal-poor countries to catch up with those in rich countries with similar savings
and population growth rates. A serious consequence of these facts is that a
temporary or prolonged recession in one country can lead to a permanent in-
crease in the income gap between itself and wealthier countries.

But perhaps the most interesting aspect of endogenous growth models is
that they help explain anomalous international flows of capital that exacerbate
wealth disparities between developed and developing countries. The poten-
tially high rates of return on investment offered by developing economies with
low capital-labor ratios are greatly eroded by lower levels of complementary
investments in human capital (education), infrastructure, or research and de-
velopment (R&D).3 In turn, poor countries benefit less from the broader social
gains associated with each of these alternative forms of capital expenditure.4

Because individuals receive no personal gain from the positive externalities
created by their own investments, the free market leads to the accumulation of
less than the optimal level of complementary capital. (We examine these issues
further in Chapter 4.)
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Complementary investments
Investments that complement
and facilitate other productive
factors.



Where complementary investments produce social as well as private bene-
fits, governments may improve the efficiency of resource allocation. They can
do this by providing public goods (infrastructure) or encouraging private in-
vestment in knowledge-intensive industries where human capital can be accu-
mulated and subsequent increasing returns to scale generated. Unlike the
Solow model, new growth theory models explain technological change as an
endogenous outcome of public and private investments in human capital and
knowledge-intensive industries. Thus in contrast to the neoclassical counter-
revolution theories examined in Appendix 3.2, models of endogenous growth
suggest an active role for public policy in promoting economic development
through direct and indirect investments in human capital formation and the
encouragement of foreign private investment in knowledge-intensive indus-
tries such as computer software and telecommunications.

The Romer Model

To illustrate the endogenous growth approach, we examine the Romer endoge-
nous growth model in detail because it addresses technological spillovers (in
which one firm or industry’s productivity gains lead to productivity gains in
other firms or industries) that may be present in the process of industrializa-
tion. Thus it is not only the seminal model of endogenous growth but also one
of particular relevance for developing countries. We use a simplified version
of Romer’s model that keeps his main innovation—in modeling technology
spillovers—without presenting unnecessary details of savings determination
and other general equilibrium issues.

The model begins by assuming that growth processes derive from the firm
or industry level. Each industry individually produces with constant returns
to scale, so the model is consistent with perfect competition; and up to this
point it matches assumptions of the Solow model. But Romer departs from
Solow by assuming that the economywide capital stock, , positively affects
output at the industry level, so that there may be increasing returns to scale at
the economywide level.

It is valuable to think of each firm’s capital stock as including its knowl-
edge. The knowledge part of the firm’s capital stock is essentially a public
good, like A in the Solow model, that is spilling over instantly to the other
firms in the economy. As a result, this model treats learning by doing as
“learning by investing.” You can think of Romer’s model as spelling out—
endogenizing—the reason why growth might depend on the rate of invest-
ment (as in the Harrod-Domar model). In this simplification, we abstract from
the household sector, an important feature of the original model, in order to
concentrate on issues concerning industrialization.5 Formally,

(A3.3.1)

We assume symmetry across industries for simplicity, so each industry will
use the same level of capital and labor. Then we have the aggregate produc-
tion function:

(A3.3.2)Y = AKa+bL1-a

Yi = AKai L1-a
i Kb

K
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Romer endogenous growth
model An endogenous
growth model in which tech-
nological spillovers are pres-
ent; the economywide capital
stock positively affects output
at the industry level, so there
may be increasing returns to
scale at the economywide
level.

Public good An entity that
provides benefits to all indi-
viduals simultaneously and
whose enjoyment by one per-
son in no way diminishes that
of anyone else.



To make endogenous growth stand out clearly, we assume that A is constant
rather than rising over time; that is, we assume for now that there is no tech-
nological progress. With a little calculus,6 it can be shown that the resulting
growth rate for per capita income in the economy would be

(A3.3.3)

where g is the output growth rate and n is the population growth rate. With-
out spillovers, as in the Solow model with constant returns to scale, b = 0, and
so per capita growth would be zero (without technological progress).7

However, with Romer’s assumption of a positive capital externality, (b 7 0),
we have that g - n 7 0 and Y/L is growing. Now we have endogenous growth,
not driven exogenously by increases in productivity. If we also allowed for
technological progress, so that l in the Solow model is greater than zero,
growth would be increased to that extent.8

Criticisms of Endogenous Growth Theory

An important shortcoming of the new growth theory is that it remains depend-
ent on a number of traditional neoclassical assumptions that are often inappro-
priate for developing economies. For example, it assumes that there is but a sin-
gle sector of production or that all sectors are symmetrical. This does not permit
the crucial growth-generating reallocation of labor and capital among the sectors
that are transformed during the process of structural change.9 Moreover, eco-
nomic growth in developing countries is frequently impeded by inefficiencies
arising from poor infrastructure, inadequate institutional structures, and imper-
fect capital and goods markets. Because endogenous growth theory overlooks
these very influential factors, its applicability for the study of economic develop-
ment is limited, especially when country-to-country comparisons are involved.
For example, existing theory fails to explain low rates of factory capacity utiliza-
tion in low-income countries where capital is scarce. In fact, poor incentive struc-
tures may be as responsible for sluggish GNI growth as low rates of saving and
human capital accumulation. Allocational inefficiencies are common in
economies undergoing the transition from traditional to commercialized mar-
kets. However, their impact on short- and medium-term growth has been neg-
lected due to the new theory’s emphasis on the determinants of long-term
growth rates. Finally, empirical studies of the predictive value of endogenous
growth theories have to date offered only limited support.10

g - n =
bn

1 - a - b
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5. The specific functional form in Equation A3.3.1,
known as Cobb-Douglas production functions,
will be assumed for simplicity.

6. By the chain rule,

By the exponent rule, we know that

Combining these three equations, we have

The first term in brackets in the preceding expres-
sion is of course output, Y. For a steady state,

, and are all constant. From earlier
discussion of the Harrod-Domar and Solow mod-
els, we know that

Where d stands for the depreciation rate.

Dividing this expression through by K, we have

For constant in the preceding expression, we
must have Y/K constant. If this ratio is constant,
we have

So from the expression for dY/dt above, for the ag-
gregate production function, with , which
is also a constant, we have

which is Equation A3.3.3. This may also be ex-
pressed as

7. Recall that there is no technological progress, so 
in the Solow model is zero.

8. In a more complex model, decisions about and ef-
fects of factors such as research and development
investment can be modeled explicitly. Firms would
decide on general investment and R&D invest-
ment. The effect of the latter on overall output
would enter in a manner similar to in Equation
A3.3.1. For a discussion and references, see Gene
M. Grossman and Elhanan Helpman, “Endoge-
nous innovation in the theory of growth” in the
symposium on new growth theory in the Journal of
Economic Perspectives 8 (1994): 3–72.

9. Syed Nawab Haider Naqvi, “The significance of
development economics,” World Development 24
(1996): 977.

10. For an excellent review and empirical critique of the
new growth theory, see Howard Pack, “Endoge-
nous growth theory: Intellectual appeal and empiri-
cal shortcomings,” Journal of Economic Perspectives 8
(1994): 55–72. See also articles by Paul M. Romer
and Robert M. Solow in the same issue. For an
argument that endogenous theory performs well in
explaining differences in growth rates among coun-
tries, see Barro and Sala-i-Martin, Economic Growth.
An excellent survey of quantitative growth research
disputing this claim and indicating widening gaps
between rich and poor countries can be found in
Jonathan Temple, “The new growth evidence,”
Journal of Economic Literature 37 (1999): 112–156.
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